
Impact of Radioactivity on Superconducting Qubits



Scientific Background

• DEMETRA project (2018): is radioactivity a problem for qubits? Today:
• Radioactivity will limit the coherence of qubits with lifetime at millisecond scale 

[Vepsäläinen et al, Nature 2020].
– In standard laboratories, rate of impact: tens of mHz [Cardani et al, EPJ C 2023] 

• Radioactivity produces correlated errors  
[Wilen et al, Nature 2021. McEwen et al., Nature Physics 2022.]
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Scalable quantum computing can become a
reality with error correction, provided coherent
qubits can be constructed in large arrays [1, 2].
The key premise is that physical errors can re-
main both small and su�ciently uncorrelated as
devices scale, so that logical error rates can be ex-
ponentially suppressed. However, energetic im-
pacts from cosmic rays and latent radioactivity
violate both of these assumptions. An imping-
ing particle ionizes the substrate, radiating high
energy phonons that induce a burst of quasipar-
ticles, destroying qubit coherence throughout the
device. High-energy radiation has been identi-
fied as a source of error in pilot superconducting
quantum devices [3–5], but lacking a measure-
ment technique able to resolve a single event in
detail, the e↵ect on large scale algorithms and
error correction in particular remains an open
question. Elucidating the physics involved re-
quires operating large numbers of qubits at the
same rapid timescales as in error correction, ex-
posing the event’s evolution in time and spread
in space. Here, we directly observe high-energy
rays impacting a large-scale quantum processor.
We introduce a rapid space and time-multiplexed
measurement method and identify large bursts
of quasiparticles that simultaneously and severely
limit the energy coherence of all qubits, causing
chip-wide failure. We track the events from their
initial localised impact to high error rates across
the chip. Our results provide direct insights into
the scale and dynamics of these damaging error
bursts in large-scale devices, and highlight the ne-
cessity of mitigation to enable quantum comput-
ing to scale.

Quantum states are inherently fragile. Superconduct-

ing qubits can achieve significant coherence only when
cooled to milliKelvin temperatures and protected from
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Figure 1. Rapid repetitive correlated sampling. (a)
High energy radiation impinging on the device deposits en-
ergy, which spreads in the form of high energy phonons. In
superconducting structures, this energy creates quasiparti-
cles, which cause qubit energy decay as they tunnel across
the Josephson junction. (b) We use a 26 qubit subset (dark
green) of a Google Sycamore processor. The qubit chip is at-
tached to a larger carrier chip using indium bumpbonds. (c)
The Rapid Repetitive Correlated Sampling (RReCS) exper-
iment consists of repeated cycles of preparation, idling and
measurement. The idling time of 1 µs sets the sensitivity to
decay errors. The interval between the start of each cycle is
100 µs. (d) A timeslice of a 30 second long dataset, showing
an impact event. The number of simultaneous qubit decay
errors jumps from baseline ⇠ 4 up to ⇠ 24, e↵ectively sat-
urating the chip. The number of errors returns to baseline
with an exponential time constant of ⇠ 25 ms.



Scientific Background

• On the other hand, suppressing radioactivity improves the performance of quantum 
circuits [Cardani et al, Nature Communications 2021, Gusenkova et al, APL 2022]



This Experiment

• Measure a multi-qubit chip in two scenarios:

Enviroment Expected muons
[mHz]

Expected gamma’s 
(laboratory) [mHz]

Expected 
Setup – PCB [mHz]

FNAL 8.0 20 <= 5

INFN – LNGS 
(1.4 km rock 
overburden) 
+ Lead shield

0 0
Tunable up to 500 
with sources

<= 5
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The Sample

• 430 μm, 7.5x7.5 mm Sapphire chip; Nb bottom layer 160 nb, Au top layer 10 nm

11 Tanay Roy - Fermilab11

The Device

CPW transmission 
line

Transmons

(/4 resonators

Substrate: HEMEX Sapphire

Wafer Dia Thickness

4 inch 650 um

3 inch 550 um

2 inch 432 um

Nb layer: 160 -200 nm
Au layer: <= 10 nm
Chip: 7.5 mm x 7.5 mm

General properties
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Device Info
JPA device: #2203, operating freq.: 4-7 GHz

Acquisition board: being decided

Box7-Nb/Au f_rdt f_q T1

1(PP) 7207 4722 115

2(PP) 7037 4655 75

3(PP) 6870 4749 106

4(PP) 6698 4731 90

5(IDC) 6511 4424 65

6(IDC) 6289 4625 75

7(CC) 5899 5131 54

8(CC) 5743 4736 89

Substrate: HEMEX Sapphire
Diameter: 2 inch
Nb bottom layer: 160 nm
Au top layer: 10 nm

• A JPA (4-7 GHz) was added to 
improve fidelity



Additional Material



Mounting at INFN - LNGS



Readout

• QICK (RFSoC 4x2) – credits to G. Cancelo (FNAL)



Measurement Strategy

• Effect of radioactive interaction: produce phonons in substrate that can stay there 
for as long as milliseconds

• All qubits in 1 would decay into 0 (again and again) until phonons are evacuated:
– Prepare qubit in 1
– Measure its status after 10 μs
– If no phonons are there, it is very likely that we will find it in 1
– If phonons are there, it is very likely that we will find it in 0
– Repeat
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– Prepare qubit in 1
– Measure its status after 10 μs
– If no phonons are there, it is very likely that we will find it in 1
– If phonons are there, it is very likely that we will find it in 0
– Repeat

• In absence of radioactive events: 1 – 1 – 1 – 1 – 1 – 1 – 1 – 1 – 0 – 1 – 1 ….
• In presence of radioactive events: 1 – 1 – 1 – 0 – 0 – 0 – 0 – 0 – 1 – 1 ….

– The number of 0’s will depend on how long phonons are there
– Fast sampling needed



Conclusion

• The HW/SW work – minor optimizations still possible
• Preliminary results show that

– Qubits operated in muon-free environment see anyway events produced by gamma 
radioactivity

– The effect on our sample is on the millisecond scale
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